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Abstract 
Conventional water and wastewater treatment processes are inefficient in degrading pharmaceuticals 
and personal care products (PPCPs) and cause high carbon emissions. Herein, a multifunctional 
photoelectrochemical (PEC) system for coupled the removal of contaminants with H2 evolution was 
developed to address the above limitations. As for water treatment, we developed a sulfite-adding PEC 
system using an optimized BiVO4 photoanode, which can simultaneously promote PPCPs degradation, 
E. coli inactivation, and H2 evolution (as green energy) via activating sulfite under visible light 
illumination. Sulfite ions could be activated by holes to produce sulfate radicals for contaminant 
removal and work as hole scavengers to promote electron separation for H2 production. Regarding 
wastewater treatment, we developed a low carbon emission PEC system to treat saline sewage for 
coupled the removal of organic compounds, ammonia, and bacteria with H2 generation. A reduced BiVO4 
(r-BiVO4) photoanode possessing excellent PEC reactivity achieved by introducing oxygen vacancies 
and V4+ species was synthesized for the PEC system, treating saline sewage to meet the discharge 
standard in 40 minutes (with a complete removal of PPCP) coupled with significant H2 production as 
green energy. The PEC system reduced 93% of carbon emissions compared with conventional 
wastewater treatment due to the reduced generation of N2O and CH4. Chloride ions in saline sewage 
were activated to produce reactive chlorine species, facilitating contaminant removal and retraining 
N2O generation. Overall, the multifunctional PEC systems are promising for water and wastewater 
treatment toward carbon neutrality because of their high efficiency in contaminant removal and 
significant H2 evolution to offset carbon emissions. 
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